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About This Game

The bestselling Secret Files franchise celebrates its return!

The dream couple Max and Nina have announced their forthcoming wedding...but at the beginning of Secret Files 3 the event
suffers a catastrophe! Max is arrested by Berlin‘s police force. The accusation: Terrorism.

Nina‘s biggest adventure yet awaits her in the franchise‘s third game. Could it be possible that everything is connected to the
happenings in Tunguska? Is humankind depending on her? Can she save Max or is fate more important than her happiness?
Throughout the story players will experience a cinematic hunt crossing continents, with many riddles waiting to be solved.

The adventure is not limited to the present, there are also all kinds of puzzles to solve set in the past and in the future, and
depending on the choices the player makes, alternative endings await them...

Key Features

The most successful Adventure brand of recent times

Cinematic production with updated game engine

Story written by acclaimed TV writers
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Fun little tycoon game. It's a pretty quick game, but the price reflects that. As another guy mentioned, once you figure out the
recipes it gets pretty easy. Still a fun game worth trying out!. It's a pretty decent Beat 'em up that's worth its base price of $2, but
it begins to feel kind of repetetive towards the end. This game's art style and character design are pretty neat, but I wish that
there was a larger variety of enemies. 8/10 like comment and subscribe. 10/10 very recomend. Great flying simulator game -
first of all i was surprised with a graphics, that is not only done properly, work smooth, but is kept in steampunk style - i can say
this is great design, and nothing to add to it. Everything seems to be worked out properly - a plot, a story, heroes, enemies,
powerups, obstacles - definitely recommend - enjoyed playing and will play more. If you want a fantasy Total War game do not
buy this. The combat is anemic and simply not fun. Most of the nuance that made TW great is completely missing, No morale,
routs, or fatigue. In stead you get anemic battles of attrition and "puzzle maps" where you have to slog your way through capture
point to capture point. This is a puzzle based RTS with a turn based campaign map. I found myself auto-skipping most combats,
but once in a while the game finds some lame story based battle that I can't skip. The game thinks I need to see this, I beg to
differ. The campaign is sort of fun, but considering that I got this game with the intention of doing the battles, I just don't see
the rest of the package being worth the money.. 3 words. tutorial spacestation window.. free. content.
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It may come as a shock to those who know about my past, but I actually really enjoyed playing through all of the released
characters. While there is a lot of controversial topics that have seemed to polarize the player base (some love it and other really
hate it based on what I've read on Steam), it still manages to evoke some sense of charm for an adult-themed story. I will point
out that this is most definitely not for children or the prudish. Unlike Japanese "H-games" (which I happen to enjoy) there is
only implied sexual scenes without showing it, but there is enough skin shown (particularly topless shots) to make it unsuitable
for a younger audience. That said, if you're a fan of visual novels you can do worse. I look forward to seeing what other
characters are released in the future, particularly Aleanne if she gets her own story.

http://www.kickstartadventure.com/home/gender-bender-dna-twister-extreme-review/
http://cliqist.com/2015/05/01/gender-bender-dna-twister-extreme-look-russell/
http://cliqist.com/2015/07/05/gender-bender-dna-twister-extreme-hits-mark-aleannes-story/
http://cliqist.com/2015/08/27/gender-bender-dna-twister-extreme-gets-weirder-scarlett/
http://cliqist.com/2015/11/23/the-finale-of-gender-bender-dna-twister-extreme-attempts-to-answer-some-questions/. Pros

- Anime
- Leaderboards

Cons
- As an experience rhythm game player, song difficulties brings no challenge. Osu-mania! and Stepmania brings more difficult
mapsets. I easily EX'ed the most difficulty song in the game (not including songs in the Forever friends bundle) which is a Hard
Lvl. 10 with 120% Sync rate and it was first try, Not boasting here just pointing out that the game lacks contents for hardcore
rhythm game players. There is another song with an unknown level ("??") in the hard sets and also EX'ed that with 119.54%
sync rate first try. I assume its around Hard Lvl. 12. Again lack of content for experience rhythm game players.
- (Personal preference), Would have been better if it had a balance number between japanese and chinese songs. But currently,
chinese songs are dominant.
- No multiplayer
- Lack of customization. Only think you can choose to your preference are speed, judgement line and field-view. Would have
been better if you can circulate between arrows, circles and bar notes and some game modifiers to make the songs harder would
be better too.
- You can't find the song you want to play easily. There's no search bar and you need to manually browse throughout the song
list which is really really frustating.

TL;DR: If you're a beginner in rhythm games, give this a try. If not, then don't since the mapsets are relatively easy especially if
you have 3+ years of experience in this type of rhythm games. Refunded.
. Great example of correctly handling an expansion - the new races are interesting without eclipsing those in the base game,
veterancy ranks for ships are a great addition, and I'm appreciative of the Attitudes system as a way to flesh out your respective
empire and gain bonuses for your individual playstyle. I hope that this prompts the base game to get some of the attention that it
so richly deserves, because this is a frequently overlooked gem in the 4x space.. Near perfect, and free! Blessings and fortune
upon you. Roomscale games like this are the reason why I bought the Vive (apparently) and I could play a thousand more titles
like this. You didn't make the puzzle(s) hard at all, which is good for a moron like myself. It's not very long, so make sure to
savour the first playthrough, but even at it's current length, I could see myself paying up to $2.99 for this. If you take 7000mg of
LSD-25, you will murder your father. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mYOQ-VrhJ2w. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043f\u043e\u043b\u043d\u043e\u0441\u0442\u044c\u044e
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\u0441\u043f\u0430\u0441\u0435\u0442. \u042f \u0443\u0436\u0435 \u043c\u043e\u043b\u0447\u0443 \u043f\u0440\u043e
\u0437\u0430\u0434\u0440\u0430\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0439 \u0446\u0435\u043d\u043d\u0438\u043a.
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\u0434\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0432\u043b\u044f\u0435\u0442. 100%
\u0440\u0435\u043a\u043e\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0434\u0443\u044e, \u0431\u0435\u0437
\u043e\u0431\u043c\u043e\u043b\u0432\u043e\u043a.. Was better with the Tec-47 AWP08
.... love it glitchy but fun hope theres alot more mission and skrmish mode ,they should do a game mode (stubbs the zombie)
where you start in a city and spead a huge infestion,with more updates and modes and differnt classes of zombie this game
going to be awsome :)

Upcoming content update:
It's been a while, but we're still alive and kicking!

Back in February, we mentioned we were working on a content update for Serment. It's now almost ready, and will go live on 
Monday, May 13.

The update will include several new events and gameplay features. Some important QoL features (Events preview in the map,
for example) will also be added, as well as a couple of minor bug fixes.

We'll go into the changes in more details when the update hits.. Partial controller support has been added!:
We have just added several missing functions for controllers (backtracking in battle menus, adjusting config values, etc) in the
latest demo build.

Aside from a few instances (for example, when entering the main character's name), the game should now be fully playable with
a controller (please update the demo to the latest version before trying this out)!

This is still an experimental feature. If you find any bugs while playing with a controller, please report them in the discussions
forum.. Demo update 2.06:
Remember when we said there won't be many more changes to the demo unless it's a patch with new contents? Haha, gotcha!

Complete changelog:. Serment has been released, 20% launch discount!:
It's been a bumpy ride, but Serment is now finally available for purchase, with a week-long 20% launch discount!

Serment was our first attempt at making a game, and the inexperience really led to a lot of delays. For that, we apologize. At the
same time, we are very grateful for all of your encouragement and support.

Serment is not a perfect game by any means, but we hope it will give you an enjoyable time!
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If you encounter any bugs or issues, please report them directly in the forum or to the email address posted there and we will try
to address them as soon as possible.. Demo update 2.04:
1 new boss battle and some more changes/bug fixes!

Complete changelog:. February 7 update & plan for additional contents:

Changelog. Serment - Contract with a Devil Demo Now Available!:
The long awaited demo for Serment - Contract with a Devil is now available to download!

Experience a taste of this wonderful visual novel - dungeon crawler hybrid where you play as a girl who is mysteriously revived
by a beautiful devil!

But with any miracle there is a steep price to pay - instead of claiming our heroine's soul as repayment, she demands an
enormous sum of money!

Get ready to dive into this light-hearted adventure and make that dosh with exciting features such as 4 playable main characters,
turn-based RPG battles, minigames, and more.

Don't resist the temptation to try out Serment - Contract with a Devil's demo!

Also don't foreget to check out the beautiful gameplay videos on this title:

Dialogue Gameplay: https://youtu.be/P2jGX77LqsE
Boss Battle Preview: https://youtu.be/aLy1WZBwdZw

. Demo update and some news about the full release:
It's been a while since the last one, but the demo has received another update!

Aside from 2 new events, this update also includes several QoL and gameplay features, as well as some balance and UI
improvements. The complete changelog would be too long so it won't be posted here this time.

Moving on, as some of you may already know, we have been doing QA for the last few months to get the full version of
Serment ready for release. Unfortunately, there are still some bugs to be sorted out and improvements to be made, so the game's
still not polished enough to go on sale yet.

However, as I've mentioned in some discussion threads, all the core contents have been finished so it shouldn't be too long from
now!
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